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ABSTRACT
In this study, we develop and test four measures for conceptualizing the potential impact of co-enrollment in different courses on students’ changing risk for academic difficulty and recovery from academic difficulty in a focal course. We offer four predictors, two related to instructional complexity and two related to structural complexity (the organization of the curriculum) that highlight different trends in student experience of the focal course. Course difficulty, discipline of major, time in semester, and simultaneous difficulty across courses were all significantly related to entering a moderate and high-risk classification in the early warning system (EWS). Course difficulty, discipline of major, and time in semester were related to exiting academic difficulty classifications. We observe a snowball effect, whereby students who are experiencing difficulty in the focal course are at increased risk of experiencing difficulty in their other courses. Our findings suggest that different metrics may be needed to identify risk for academic difficulty and recovery from academic difficulty. Our results demonstrate what a more holistic assessment of academic functioning might look like in early warning systems and course recommender systems, and suggest that academic planners consider the relationship between course co-enrollment and student academic success.

Notes for Practice
• Research on academic performance typically focuses on single course outcomes, but students who are most at risk could be experiencing difficulty in more than one course during an academic term.
• This paper demonstrates how data from early warning systems can be utilized to characterize student performance throughout the term, allowing investigation of how and when students experience academic difficulty and recovery across co-enrolled courses.
• We identify three consistent significant influences on changing odds of risk of academic difficulty: 1) whether a student is concurrently enrolled in another difficult course as defined by historical early warning system data, 2) a student’s academic major, and 3) a snowball effect whereby increased risk in the focal course is linked to increased risk of academic difficulty in other coursework.
• Utilizing the methods presented in this paper on data from their own institution, practitioners could reflect on the organization of their system-wide curriculum to best support student academic planning. For example, practitioners could use these measures to identify high risk courses for intervention or enhance the development of early warning and course recommender systems by integrating more holistic measures of student success.
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1. Introduction

Considerable attention has been paid to students as they experience academic difficulty in higher education (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). Institutions in North America invest in tutoring resources, supplemental instruction, summer transition programs, and instructional technology in an effort to promote student success in the classroom (Chamliss & Takacs, 2014). Many investigations into undergraduate academic difficulty focus on students in a single identified course. Yet, the students who are the most at risk may in all likelihood be experiencing difficulty across the curriculum. Student persistence is not exclusively a function of their performance in an individual course.

Instead, students build momentum as they navigate the curriculum, and that momentum may have a gravitational effect of its own, directing students through curricular requirements that constitute majors, minors, and certificates. Students’ early course taking and enrollment behaviour can set a trajectory for their future coursework (Attewell, Heil, & Reisel, 2012). There may be an “additive effect” of credit accrual to academic achievement over time for undergraduate students, an influence that appears to be stronger than prior academic preparation (Martin, Wilson, Liem, & Ginns, 2013). As such, advisors may encourage students to increase their academic load in order to ensure that they maintain momentum towards degree requirements. Students may also be more likely to choose courses that offer clear pathways towards degree attainment, delaying courses so as not to take too many concurrent difficult courses (and risk their momentum). The pathways to credit accrual and degree attainment are not frictionless (Slim, 2016).

It may be that institutions unintentionally create roadblocks to momentum when they organize academic program requirements in ways that complicate student pathways to the degree (Slim, Kozlick, Heileman, & Abdallah, 2014d; Wigdahl, Heileman, Slim, & Abdallah, 2014). The organizational pathways carved out by complex curricular requirements may be one reason some trajectories towards completing degree requirements are more popular than others (Dawson & Hubball, 2014). Such an approach can include stopping out of introductory science, technology, engineering, and math course sequences and focusing on courses where they perceive a greater likelihood of attaining academic success (Seymour & Hewitt, 1997). Although students are provided the latitude to navigate the curriculum, some arrangements of coursework might simply be too cumbersome. Pathways where students perceived substantial opportunity costs (for example, courses that require a disproportionate amount of a student’s time) may blunt students’ achievement motivation (Eccles & Wigfield, 2002), especially in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) fields (Perez, Cromley, & Kaplan, 2014). Identifying these roadblocks in the curriculum, and either removing them or providing sufficient support to help students navigate them is an important policy objective for institutions interested in promoting persistence.

2. Literature Review

Examining student pathways through the curriculum have, historically, proven difficult for researchers who were interested in academic events within the context of a semester. Instead, studies of the curriculum required a semester long view (Ishitani, 2006). More fine-grained data about student experiences in the curriculum, such as weekly activity and performance metrics, were often unavailable, especially at a scale that would allow for the analysis of multiple courses concurrently. The advent of early warning systems provides researchers with an opportunity to look at how students perform across the curriculum over time (Macfadyen & Dawson, 2010). Specifically, scholars might be better able to identify patterns of difficulty — in certain courses, certain disciplines, or certain course combinations — that merit specific intervention to help students recover academically.

The increased collection of temporal learning analytics data about post-secondary students (Knight, Wise & Chen, 2017) has resulted in a number of investigations that explore how students perform and self-regulate in their coursework over time (e.g., Brown, DeMonbrun, Lonn, Aguilar, & Teasley, 2016; Brown, DeMonbrun, & Teasley, 2017). Through that work, researchers have identified that the organization of the curriculum and the timing of events in the curriculum can impact student success (Brown et al., 2017; Slim, Heileman, Kozlick, & Abdallah, 2014a). Undergraduate students typically register for multiple courses in a single term selected from a university’s offering of hundreds of classes.

Students have different objectives in mind when they select a course. However, some objectives are common. First, students need to complete general education requirements, which usually involve a broad spectrum of introductory courses across disciplines, and students aim to make progression through coursework towards degree attainment. These objectives encourage students to take required courses early (especially if those courses are pre-cursors to major requirements or to declaring a major) and to take a specific number of courses in a semester (Wang, Liu, & Chen, 2017). Students are engaged in multiple concurrent academic tasks, over time, with competing goals, aspirations, and requirements (Tinto, 1997). Performance in one course does not happen in isolation. Therefore, what happens in course A might be influenced by the difficulty (or ease) experienced in course B (and course C, D, etc.; Slim, Heileman, Kozlick, & Abdallah, 2014b).

Much of the literature on undergraduate persistence in North American higher education focuses on within-college effects (Mayhew et al., 2016). This includes a host of institutional factors like quality of instruction, programmatic interventions, financial aid, and the campus environment (Pascarella & Terenzini, 2005). What is left largely unaddressed in the literature on
institutional factors is the question of the design and organization of the curriculum (Nespor, 2007). The common approach in research on post-secondary education is to treat curriculum as content, when in reality curricula constitute a complex network of interdependencies (Nespor, 2007). In this way, the undergraduate curriculum is more like a trajectory that students need to navigate both within and across academic terms. Instructional and assessment events are temporally ordered throughout the term for each individual course, but students experience many of their academic tasks concurrently through enrollment in multiple courses, resulting in tasks that coincide and abut each other. Examining student performance as if each course were taken in isolation obscures the potential impact of course combinations. In fact, particular combinations of courses taken within the same term can be academically hazardous to individual students (Nam, Lonn, Brown, Davis, & Koch, 2014).

As part of the expanding literature on learning analytics, temporal analytics have been utilized for modelling student experiences in the curriculum (see Mahzoon, Maher, Eltayeb, Dou, & Grace, 2018 for a discussion). For example, Hodara and Rodriguez (2013) developed an analytical model to explore student progression through a core curriculum in a community college system. They observed that students with lower levels of progression through the core curriculum were unlikely either to complete an associate’s degree program successfully or to transfer to a bachelor’s degree program successfully. Dawson and Hubball (2014) outlined an approach to curriculum analytics where courses are connected through directed network graphs, identifying the most common pathways students take to completing a degree. Researchers at the University of New Mexico developed a similar approach to identify curricular efficiency, identifying how a student might move through a curriculum given the frequency of course offerings (Slim et al., 2014b; Slim, Kozlick, Heileman, Wigdahl, & Abdallah, 2014c; Wigdahl, Heileman, Slim, & Abdallah, 2014).

The majority of curricular analytics research focuses on students’ course-taking behaviour and their degree progression (e.g., Dawson & Hubball, 2014; Lightfoot, 2010; Meghanathan, 2017; Villano, Harrison, Lynch, & Chen, 2018). Our work builds on this foundation to explore curricular complexity through its two primary components: structural complexity and instructional complexity (Heileman, Hickman, Slim, & Abdallah, 2017). Structural complexity encompasses the order, organization, and interdependence of courses in a curriculum. Instructional complexity involves the inherent difficulty of the courses in a curriculum, the quality and nature of instruction, and the availability of academic support (among other factors). Improving structural complexity could yield curricular pathways that promote time to degree. Identifying courses (or course combinations) that involve significant academic challenge (instructional complexity) could help administrators, instructors, and academic planners direct academic support resources.

A number of scholars have outlined some promising approaches to curricular temporal analytics, largely focused on addressing structural inequality in the curriculum. Much of this work uses network graphs to identify interdependencies within the curriculum that result in complex organizational structures (e.g., Meghanathan, 2017; Phadke & Kulkarni, 2018; Wilcox & Huang, 2017). In addition to Dawson and Hubball’s (2014) work, contextual graphs have been applied to predict future enrollment patterns and student course preferences at one institution (Wang et al., 2017). Using course-taking data from the Beyond Post-Secondary Survey, Wang (2016) identified the need for a robust pathway to transfer into 4-year institutions for Community College STEM students. Using a similar complex graph approach, Aldrich (2015) developed analytic tools for identifying a curricular prerequisite network. Focused on structural complexity, this work builds on prior transcript analysis that shaped institutional and public policy (Adelman, 2006; Calcagno, Crosta, Bailey, & Jenkins, 2006). We found no examples of temporal analytics research that combined measures of instructional and structural complexity in the curriculum.

In order to leverage temporal data about behaviour and performance we need to conceptualize concurrent enrollment for the purpose of modelling and explaining student experiences with academic difficulty and their recovery efforts. In a large lecture course where students are each taking three to five classes concurrently, there may be hundreds of additional courses that need to be accounted for, especially if we are interested in the way that academic difficulty might spread through a student’s coursework.

### 3. Guiding Research Questions

The previous research outlined above mostly focuses on end-of-semester outcomes like the student’s final grade or whether they received course credit. While a semester-to-semester view on student success can offer important implications, an advantage of learning analytics data is that researchers can view changes in student performance at a more granular level. For example, in two prior studies the authors found that 1) the timing of assessments may influence student ability to be successful in a course, where students who are struggling in the last third of a semester may have passed a point of no return in science, math, and engineering courses (Brown et al., 2016), and 2) students appear to adopt study strategies early in a course that have implications for their ability to recover from academic difficulty; such that students who fail to adopt some study strategies appear at greater risk for long-term academic difficulty (Brown et al., 2017).

Building on the prior literature on academic momentum and curriculum analytics, in this paper we ask what curricular factors might be significantly related to an increase in a student’s odds of experiencing academic difficulty, as a way to conceptualize co-enrollment. For the analysis presented here, we selected a high-stakes STEM-related course as a focal course.
and then examined students’ concurrent enrollment in other courses (in addition to the focal course). We investigated the following research questions:

**RQ1**: What aspects of instructional complexity in the curriculum are significantly related to changes in a student’s odds of experiencing academic difficulty?

A. Is concentration in academic coursework, as defined by majoring in a disciplinary field, significantly related to a student’s increased odds of experiencing academic difficulty in a focal course?

B. Is co-enrollment in other difficult courses (as defined by the proportion of students in the course who experienced academic difficulty) significantly related to a student’s increased odds of experiencing academic difficulty?

**RQ2**: What aspects of structural complexity in the curriculum are significantly related to changes in a student’s odds of experiencing academic difficulty?

A. As time progresses over the semester, do a student’s odds of experiencing academic difficulty in the focal course increase?

B. Is co-enrollment in other courses where a student experiences academic difficulty related to increased odds of academic difficulty in the focal course? Do odds of academic difficulty increase with the number of co-enrolled courses in which a student experiences academic difficulty?

**RQ3**: What aspects of instructional and structural complexity are significantly related to changes in a student’s odds of recovery from academic difficulty?

Our prior work detailed the challenges inherent in the instructional complexity of a course. Other scholars have outlined some significant challenges presented by the structures that emerge through the organization of the curriculum. In this study, we demonstrate a number of metrics to examine both instructional and structural complexity in course-taking in an effort to offer some analytical approaches that can be used to enrich data-driven academic planning, early warning systems, and recommender systems. The metrics we develop are based on a few specific propositions drawn from prior research:

1. First, we expect that students concentrating in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics major programs courses should have lower odds of academic difficulty in STEM courses than students majoring in non-STEM fields (Brown, DeMonbrun, & Teasley, 2018; Feng, Fiorini, Shepard, & Groth, 2017).  
2. Second, we expect that students co-enrolled in multiple difficult courses should have higher odds of poor academic performance over time (e.g., Slim, 2016; Slim et al., 2014c).  
3. Third, we expect that as time progresses, students’ odds of academic difficulty should increase and their odds of academic recovery will decrease (Brown et al., 2016).  
4. Finally, we hypothesize that academic difficulty has a potential snowball effect: as the number of courses in which a student experiences academic difficulty increases, so should their odds of academic difficulty in the course that provides the analytical sample (DeMonbrun, Brown, & Teasley, 2018). We describe the operationalization of these propositions in the methodology section.

By investigating students’ trajectories through the curriculum, we can start to make inferences about the structure of the curriculum (Nespor, 2007). A more accurate characterization of co-enrollment as pathways with greater ease or difficulty has implications for our understanding of undergraduate completion, as well as the design and development of early warning and course recommender systems. In this study, we explore four approaches for conceptualizing concurrent coursework in order to develop analytical methods for exploring student experiences across the curriculum. We describe the strengths and limitations of each approach and offer future directions for the development of conceptual mechanisms for curriculum analytic and temporal learning analytic investigations.

### 4. Methodology

#### 4.1. Sample

Students in our sample were enrolled in an introductory programming course (the focal course) in the Electrical Engineering and Computer Science program at a 4-year residential research university in the USA. This course is a prerequisite for many computer science and computer engineering students, while also serving a substantial non-major population at the institution. Our sample includes 987 students who took this course in the Fall 2016 academic term. The course involved lectures twice a week and a weekly lab section. Although taught by three instructors, all instructors used the same instructional resources, including assignments and exams. Students in the sample were 38% women, and predominantly white (44%) or Asian (38%). Most students were in their first (33%) or second (36%) year of post-secondary education.
4.2. Early Warning System (EWS)
The university’s EWS (Lonn & Teasley, 2014) gives a weekly categorization of each student’s standing within each course with a designation of performance as “ENCOURAGE” (alert status = green: student performing at or above the course mean), “EXPLORE” (alert status = yellow: students performing below the course mean), or “ENGAGE” (alert status = red: students in the lowest quartile of performance), based on various metrics including currently available grade data, student interaction with course tools and materials, and student performance when compared to their peers in the course.

For our analysis, the dependent variable is a dichotomous variable measuring the change in a student’s classifications each week (1=change in classification; 0=no change in classification). All students begin the semester in the green classification. If a student’s alert status changes from green to yellow in the third week of the semester, she is flagged as entering the yellow classification — showing declining performance for that week (i.e., the dependent variable would be flagged as “1” instead of “0”). Similarly, students with an alert status changing from green or yellow to red would be flagged as entering the red classification. We also created dependent variables for showing improved performance — exiting out of either the yellow or red classifications. Students must have entered the classification in order to exit it, and once students enter the classification, the exit models indicate how many weeks it takes before the student exits the classification.

We also used data from the EWS to construct the course difficulty measure and the snowball effect measure. For the course difficulty measure, we examined the array of classes in which students in the focal course were also enrolled using data from the EWS. In the vast majority of these classes, fewer than 25% of students experienced an EXPLORE classification during the term and fewer than 10% experienced an ENGAGE classification. Therefore, any course that exceeded those thresholds was classified as difficult. Seventy-one classes out of 803 courses in total (9%) were identified as difficult for the purpose of these analyses. The course difficulty measure is a binary indicator for whether or not an individual student was enrolled in at least one difficult course concurrent to the focal course. For the snowball effect measure, we included covariates to measure the risk of a student with a previous classification (i.e., had an EXPLORE or ENGAGE classification in one course) experiencing similar difficulties in another course concurrently. For example, if a student already had an EXPLORE classification in one course in a given week, we included a covariate for the risk of that same student experiencing an EXPLORE classification in another course during that week (two courses total). Then, for that student’s next week in the course, we included a covariate for the risk of experiencing a third EXPLORE classification. No student in our sample experienced more than three EXPLORE or ENGAGE classifications during the semester. These covariates allow us to estimate how students with one or more classifications experience risk patterns differently than students who are experiencing their first classification.

4.3. Independent Variables
In this study, we explore four ways of conceptualizing co-enrollment as predictors of academic performance across the term (see Table 1 for all independent variables). Our goal in developing these controls was to create metrics that have strong face validity and would be easily translatable across contexts (both nation-state systems of higher education and potentially among levels within a system). Our first proposition stated that “we expect that students concentrating in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics major programs courses should have lower odds of academic difficulty in STEM courses than students who are not” (Brown et al., 2016; Feng et al., 2017). This is based on prior research that classified undergraduate coursework using Biglan’s (1973) typology of disciplines to identify different risk ratios within an early warning system. This typology of disciplinary fields in higher education draws its classification from 1) how each field views disciplinary knowledge, 2) how disciplinary knowledge is used, and 3) what the expectations are for faculty work. Biglan (1973) classified fields across three dimensions: hard/soft, pure/applied, and life/non-life. The hard/soft and pure/applied distinction have been used by a number of researchers to illustrate important disciplinary differences in the student experience of teaching and learning (e.g., Braxton & Hargens, 1996; Trowler & Cooper, 2002).

The hard/soft distinction indicates the extent to which there is consensus in a disciplinary field regarding theories, methods, and core problems. In undergraduate education, hard fields like the natural sciences, mathematics, and engineering have a broader field level consensus, in contrast to soft fields like fine arts and the humanities. In a study of undergraduate teaching in North American higher education, Lattuca and Stark (2011) reported that students in hard-field courses spent their time on the acquisition of disciplinary facts, principles, and concepts. Students in soft fields spent more instructional time on activities that developed critical thinking skills. Soft-field instructors spent more time highlighting controversies within the field. Similarly, deep approaches to learning, where integration, synthesis, and reflection are emphasized, are more common in soft fields (Laird & Garver, 2010).

A similar distinction exists among pure and applied fields. Courses in pure fields spent more time on deep approaches to learning when compared to applied fields (Laird & Garver, 2010). The distinction between pure and applied fields encompasses how knowledge is constructed within the field. Is scholarship focused on knowledge production (pure) or application of knowledge (applied; Trowler & Cooper, 2002)? For example, Physics and Mechanical Engineering may be concerned with similar phenomena in undergraduate education, but they approach the development and use of knowledge about that phenomena in different ways. Pure fields expect a higher level of abstraction and theorization to understand course content (Braxton & Hargens, 1996). Using that research as a guide, we grouped students by major into Biglan’s (1973) four typologies.
Looking first at our entry models, we found that all four of our independent variables significantly predicted increased odds of entering the EXPLORE classification in the focal course. Specifically, students co-enrolled in a “difficult course” (IV1) in the same semester had 12 times greater odds of entering the EXPLORE classification (p<0.001). When we compare majors (IV2), students in all of the disciplinary classifications had increased odds of entering an EXPLORE classification in the focal course when compared to students in hard applied disciplines. Students in soft pure had the highest increase in odds (4.87) and students in soft applied had the lowest increase in odds (1.75). In contrast, only soft applied students had a significant increase or decrease in academic difficulty increases, so should their odds of academic difficulty across their coursework (DeMonbrun et al., 2018). We used the snowball effect measure described in section 4.2 to test this proposition.

Each of these conceptual measures were included in the academic difficulty and academic recovery models (covered in detail in the next section). We also included several demographic characteristics (e.g., gender, race, international status, and first-year students).

4.4. Data Analysis
We used event history modelling (survival analysis) to measure the probability that a student might enter into or exit out of an ENGAGE or EXPLORE alert status given the independent variables listed above. Given the non-continuous nature of graded assessments, we opted to use a discrete-time hazard model in this analysis.

In order to create this type of model, the data must be restructured to capture a sequence of binary responses (yit), where the outcome represents whether the event occurred (1=yes; 0=no) during sequential time periods (t) for each individual (i). In doing so, we created an observation for each time interval that an individual student received a classification (alert status = ENGAGE or EXPLORE) and was therefore included in the model (i.e., until they either experienced the event or the data collection stopped). The probability (pi) is estimated for each individual (i) to experience the event during each time interval (t), given that no event has occurred prior to the start of t:

\[
\text{pi} = \Pr(y_{it} = 1 | y_{i(t-1)} = 0)
\]

In this equation, \(\text{pi}\) is called the discrete-time hazard function because it represents the probability of the individual receiving a classification (or exiting that classification) during a specific time period. After computing the probabilities for each individual’s time hazard, the data is fit to a binary response model (i.e., logistic regression model):

\[
\log \left( \frac{\text{pi}}{1 - \text{pi}} \right) = \alpha D_{it} + \beta x_{it}
\]

In this model, \(\text{pi}\) represents the probability of the event during the time interval t, \(D_{it}\) is a vector of functions representing the total cumulative hazard during the duration by interval t with coefficients (\(\alpha\)), and \(x_{it}\) is a vector of covariates with coefficients (\(\beta\)). Each individual receives a baseline hazard function (represented by \(D_{it}\), while the covariates can either increase or decrease the hazard function for each individual. The results of the logistic regression model are given in terms of log odds for ease of discussion. In total, four models were estimated for our analysis. We also included multiple events in our model. In other words, if a student entered a classification, exited it promptly, and then re-entered it later in the semester, we recorded this re-entry in our analysis.

5. Results
The results from our event history model are presented in Table 1. Our four independent variables of interest are presented at the top of the table and the additional demographic controls used in our analysis are presented below. As described above, the “EXPLORE” alert status represents students performing below the course mean and the “ENGAGE” alert status represents students in the lowest quartile of performance.

5.1. Entry Models
Looking first at our entry models, we found that all four of our independent variables significantly predicted increased odds of entering the EXPLORE classification in the focal course. Specifically, students co-enrolled in a “difficult course” (IV1) in the same semester had 12 times greater odds of entering the EXPLORE classification (p<0.001). When we compare majors (IV2), students in all of the disciplinary classifications had increased odds of entering an EXPLORE classification in the focal course when compared to students in hard applied disciplines. Students in soft pure had the highest increase in odds (4.87) and students in soft applied had the lowest increase in odds (1.75). In contrast, only soft applied students had a significant
difference in odds when entering an ENGAGE classification in the focal course, as they were less likely than their peers in hard applied fields to do so (0.62, p<0.01).

Table 1. Odds Ratios of Predictors for Entering and Exiting EWS Classifications

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alert Status</th>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Exit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EXPLORE</td>
<td>ENGAGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV1: Difficult Course</td>
<td>13.1***</td>
<td>2.56***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV2: Discipline of Major (vs. Hard Applied)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Pure</td>
<td>4.87***</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soft Applied</td>
<td>1.75**</td>
<td>0.62**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hard Pure</td>
<td>1.95**</td>
<td>1.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Undeclared</td>
<td>2.48***</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV3: Time Indicators for First Entry/Exit</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time</td>
<td>2.15***</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time²</td>
<td>0.95**</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time³</td>
<td>1.01*</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV4: Snowball Effect (Multiple Risk of Entry/Exit)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 1 to 2 Courses</td>
<td>2.02***</td>
<td>3.03***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>From 2 to 3 Courses</td>
<td>4.05***</td>
<td>7.61***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender (vs. Male)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (vs. White)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td>1.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>1.40*</td>
<td>1.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1.17</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multi</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>1.34**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intl. (vs. U.S. Citizen)</td>
<td>0.68***</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>First-Year Student</td>
<td>1.04</td>
<td>0.88*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Math Placement Test Score</td>
<td>0.98**</td>
<td>1.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001

For the temporal independent variables (IV3), we found significant linear, squared, and cubed effects over time for the EXPLORE classifications only (p<0.001). These effects are illustrated in the graph in Figure 1. The coefficients suggest that students experience increased risk from being in the EXPLORE classification in the focal course until shortly after the eleventh week of the course (a few weeks after midterm exams) when risk tapers off and actually decreases until the end of the course.

When experiencing academic difficulty in multiple courses (IV4), students who entered the EXPLORE classification in one course were twice as likely to enter the same classification in an additional course, and four times as likely to enter an EXPLORE classification in a third course when they experienced academic difficulty in two courses (p<0.001). The results for the ENGAGE classification were more extreme. Students experiencing difficulty in one course were over three times as likely to enter the ENGAGE classification in another course (p<0.001), and students with two classifications were over seven times as likely to enter the ENGAGE classification in another course.
5.2. Exit Models

Turning to the exit models, we found significant results for three of our four independent variables. First, co-enrollment in a “difficult course” (IV1) in the same semester was a significant predictor of improved academic performance for both the EXPLORE and ENGAGE models in the focal course. For example, students co-enrolled in a “difficult course” who entered the EXPLORE classification in the focal course were over four times more likely to exit that classification for the focal course than their peers not co-enrolled in a “difficult course” (p<0.001). Similarly, students who entered the ENGAGE classification for the focal course and were co-enrolled in a “difficult course” were nearly twice as likely to exit that classification (p<0.001). In other words, students who were co-enrolled in “difficult courses” (other than the focal course) appear to be more likely to exit early warning classifications (once entered) for the focal course than their peers who were not co-enrolled in these difficult courses.

Second, we also found significant differences across disciplines (IV2). For example, students majoring in soft pure fields were 81% less likely to exit the EXPLORE classification for the focal course (p<0.001), and students majoring in soft applied fields were 44% less likely to do so (p<0.001) when compared to their peers majoring in hard applied fields. We found similar results in the ENGAGE classification for the focal course, with soft pure students being 80% (p<0.001), soft applied students being 22% (p<0.01), and undeclared majors being 32% (p<0.001) less likely to exit the ENGAGE classification than their hard applied peers.

Third, for the temporal independent variables (IV3), we found significant linear, squared, and cubed effects in both the EXPLORE and ENGAGE classifications for the focal course (p<0.001). These effects are also illustrated in Figure 2. These coefficients suggest that students experience increasing odds of exiting each of the EXPLORE and ENGAGE classifications for the focal course until around the eighth week of being in the classification. If students still remained in an EXPLORE or ENGAGE status for the focal course after that time, their odds of exiting remained stagnant until the end of the semester.

For the fourth independent variable (IV4), there were no significant differences among students’ odds of recovery as the number of courses in which they experienced academic difficulty increased. This is most likely because among the few students who experienced academic difficulty in multiple courses, very few of those students improved academically as the course progressed. While this metric makes a good predictor of difficulty, it does not explain much about students’ ability to recover (although it may, in its own way, be an excellent predictor of continued academic difficulty).

---

**Figure 1.** Temporal changes in hazard of entering classifications in focal course.

**Figure 2.** Temporal changes in hazard of exiting classifications in focal course.
5.3. Demographic Variables
We include demographic variables that prior research has suggested are related to differences in academic performance in a STEM-focused course. Very few of these covariates related to demographics identify consistent trends across entry and exit of academic difficulty classifications for students. First year students were less likely to enter an ENGAGE classification (0.88; p<0.05), and had higher odds of academic recovery than upperclassmen (EXPLORE=1.11; ENGAGE=1.10; p<0.05). For students with higher math placement exam scores, their odds of entering an EXPLORE classification decreased (0.98; p<0.01) and their odds of recovering from an EXPLORE or ENGAGE classification increased (0.97 and 0.96; p<0.001 respectively).

6. Discussion
Our objective in this analysis was to conceptualize methods for exploring the influence of various enrollment and co-enrollment factors on student performance in an introductory programming course. Our results identify metrics that help to unpack different aspects of curricular complexity, specifically instructional and structural complexity. We discuss each of these aspects separately below.

6.1. Instructional Complexity
Instructional complexity involves the inherent difficulty of coursework. Co-enrollment in a single “difficult course” may be the closest proxy available for estimating instructional complexity. In our study, co-enrollment in a “difficult course” (IV1), as identified by the percentage of students who experienced an EXPLORE or ENGAGE classification during the term in co-enrolled courses (other than the focal course), was a significant predictor of increased odds of experiencing academic difficulty in the focal course. However, students co-enrolled in difficult courses were also more likely to exit the classification after entry in the focal course. This suggests that, while students who are simultaneously enrolled in these courses are at a greater risk of experiencing academic difficulty in the focal course, the process of experiencing academic difficulty may encourage students to develop study strategies that help them recover across their coursework; that is, in their difficult co-enrolled courses and in the focal course. This is consistent with our earlier research (Brown et al., 2017), which has shown that that different levels of academic difficulty, as indicated by the early warning system, are related to different effective strategies for academic recovery. In that earlier study, students experiencing moderate academic difficulty (“EXPLORE” alert status) benefited more from using tools that helped them plan their time, as compared to students experiencing severe academic difficulty (“ENGAGE” alert status). Students who have difficulty with self-regulation would, presumably, have trouble managing their time across their classes. Our findings also suggest that, while taking difficult courses increases a student’s odds of experiencing academic difficulty in the focal course, the challenge posed by a difficult course is not insurmountable. In fact, recovering from academic difficulty in the focal course and in co-enrolled difficult courses and experiencing academic success in the focal course may help students develop essential study strategies. This is a potential strand of research that could capitalize on learning analytics data by examining how students perform in future semesters after experiencing academic difficulty.

The other component of instructional complexity that we examined involved accounting for experiences within disciplinary fields by including a covariate for a student’s major program (IV2). This metric was perhaps less successful at identifying trends among changes in academic performance in the focal course, and may not accurately capture the disciplinary aspects of instructional complexity shared by fields within Biglan’s (1973) typology. The focal course in this analysis is an introductory programming class intended for engineering majors. While, in some cases, students in hard applied fields (similar to the focal course) might have more experience with the kinds of instructional activities and assessments common to this course, very little about student majors explained differences in either their odds of entering an ENGAGE classification in the focal course or their odds of recovering from either classification for the focal course. Further research is needed to identify other aspects of instructional complexity, perhaps focused more on the actual instruction and assessment that occurs within the focal course, to explore other factors that may be related to academic difficulty or recovery.

6.2. Structural Complexity
In this study, we contribute to the growing body of research on structural complexity in university curricular design. For example, the temporal terms (IV3) we included in our model account for unfolding structural complexity in the design of courses. For the EXPLORE classification, student risk of entering this classification in the focal course increases until around the point of midterm exams, at which point students’ odds actually decrease until around the end of the semester. This finding suggests that perhaps more attention should be placed on modelling student trajectories in the first eight to ten weeks. Presuming they have done well until this point, their odds of “slipping” into difficulty decrease substantially. This could be attributed to the distribution of grades throughout the semester (i.e., not many high-risk assessments are distributed between midterm and final examinations), or perhaps that students have adjusted to the expectations of the course, identifying strategies for how they can effectively succeed in the course throughout the rest of the semester. For exiting the EXPLORE and ENGAGE classifications, time is of the essence, given that we found the odds are greater of exiting the classification up until around the sixth week after entering the classification. After this point, the odds of exiting these classifications exponentially
decrease. This finding suggests that there is a temporal window to academic recovery efforts. Both scholars and practitioners should consider the impact of time on their efforts to investigate academic performance. Courses where performance assessments are sequential and highly influential on final grade may result in conditions where students simply cannot recover after the window closes. For example, if students experience academic difficulty on the midterm examination and their next opportunity to recover is only the final examination, their odds of doing so appear quite small.

Our other measure of structural complexity, the number of courses in which a student is experiencing academic difficulty, is a better predictor of academic difficulty in the focal course than recovery. As students experience academic difficulty in multiple courses across the curriculum (IV4), we observe a potential “snowball effect” where students’ odds of experiencing difficulty in other courses also increase. The exponential growth in the likelihood of entering either of the classifications in multiple courses (inclusive of the focal course) is troubling. The snowball effect may also have a temporal dimension, where increasing difficulty over time spreads across coursework. However, once entered, these students experiencing difficulty in multiple courses are no less likely to exit an EWS classification for the focal course than their peers experiencing difficulties in only one (co-enrolled difficult) course. Student difficulties might snowball, but the strategies that students engage in to recover may also work across their coursework.

This finding provides further evidence that, quite possibly, different metrics are needed that estimate difficulty and recovery in co-enrolled courses. After all, a predictor that effectively accounts for academic difficulty may be speaking to a different set of experiences and strategies than a proxy for academic recovery. Similarly, our findings reinforce the notion that different sets of predictors are needed to account for instructional versus structural complexity. While students were able (and likely) to recover from academic difficulty in the focal course when they were co-enrolled in a difficult course (a proxy for instructional complexity), they were no more likely to recover when they experienced challenges across the curriculum (a proxy for the complex structure of the curriculum). Further research is needed that teases apart instructional complexity from structural complexity in the curriculum. Additionally, researchers might consider how these factors play out over time. For example, are students better off taking difficult courses sequentially or concurrently? Are students who demonstrate the “snowball effect” in one semester at higher risk in future semesters?

6.3. Implications for Academic Planning
Understanding how instructional and structural complexity can facilitate academic planning practices is also an important future direction. We do not mean to suggest that applying insights from these analytic procedures alone could optimize the curriculum, but understanding how, when, and where students are likely to experience difficulty in the curriculum could help facilitate the provision of, and improve investment in, academic support resources. Given the increased emphasis on timely college completion in undergraduate higher education, academic planners might use these methods to identify the degree of difficulty in different course pathways. Administrators, departmental leads, and instructors can then make choices about the organization of the curriculum (by removing roadblocks), investing in resources that address instructional complexity (for difficult courses), and offering students more informed advising models about which courses to take in sequence and combination. Scalable approaches to curriculum design like these could ease a student’s trajectory through undergraduate education.

6.4. Implications for Early Warning and Course Recommender Systems
Our initial analyses described above reinforces the need for academic analytics that consider interdependencies that emerge through the organization and enactment of the curriculum, especially for the development of early warning systems and course recommender systems. Early warning systems that do not incorporate data across all of the courses that students are taking along with the historical risk indicators that can be estimated from transcript data may be underestimating student risk of overall academic difficulty. Incorporating indicators that examine students’ academic experiences during a semester across the curriculum could also improve EWS classification of student performance. For example, classification could (and perhaps should) reflect the difficulty of all of a student’s coursework, as students taking a number of difficult courses simultaneously may need intervention and direction to academic support resources earlier in the semester (as illustrated by Figure 1). Specifically, co-enrollment information could be added to the underlying algorithms in the EWA to produce more student-tailored assessment of risk as the semester progresses. For institutions that use these systems to help connect students to learning resources like supplemental instruction, identifying risk early in the course and helping students connect to learner resources could prevent the kind of academic difficulty we outline above.

The methods we outline here could also be beneficial for building recommender systems like Degree Compass (Denley, 2014) to help students make informed decisions about the challenges they may encounter when selecting courses. Our work builds on similar efforts at building course recommender systems (Drachsler, Verbert, Santos, & Manouselis, 2015) but extends that work by focusing on student performance throughout a semester rather than prediction models based on prior students’ final grades or peer recommendations about courses. Designing a curriculum with little scheduling flexibility and/or recommending that students take courses in combination that have historically created curricular roadblocks may not be in the best interest of students or institutions.
6.5. Limitations
This study is intended as a “proof of concept” to further the development of measures of instructional and structural complexity in undergraduate curriculum. It is necessarily limited in that it focuses on students drawn from one course at one highly competitive research university in North America. Very few students in this course and at this institution will fail a course. The metrics we propose above need to be replicated in institutional and classroom contexts with greater variation in academic performance. We hope that future researchers will take up the challenge we have laid out above to examine these measures in ways that explore multiple courses, multiple institutions, and a broad cross-section of post-secondary systems across nation states. Future work is needed to determine the extent to which these results are replicable across contexts.

6.6. Future Directions
Our results point to several promising future directions for learning analytics work aimed at improving student success across a curriculum, rather than only in individual courses. We invite our colleagues in other post-secondary institutions to replicate this work with courses on their own campuses, especially those courses considered to be “gateway” courses in a major, to identify how common these significant relationships might be. We have created parsimonious metrics in order to facilitate reproduction of this analysis, even in the absence of EWS data.

Our hope is that other researchers and practitioners will take up these methodological approaches in combination with the curriculum analytic approaches described above and innovative course recommender systems (e.g., Denley, 2014; Drachsler et al., 2015) to rethink how we can best support student academic planning.

Translating this work to scale and conceptualizing co-enrollment could support the re-organization of general education by helping institutions of higher education reflect on the organization of the system-wide curriculum. Examining co-enrollment risk factors across institutions and among national systems could help researchers identify issues that are local and perhaps ingrained in the system. Local risk factors could be addressed through the better allocation of help-seeking and academic support resources for high risk courses and organization of academic major programs to avoid course combinations that increase student risk of experiencing academic difficulty. When these problems are endemic to the system, examining co-enrollment could supplement pedagogical knowledge as faculty plan their courses, develop major programs, and participate in academic planning.
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